We theoretically investigate spin current and magnetic response induced by the twisting phonon mode in carbon nanotubes via the spin-rotation coupling. An effective magnetic field due to the twisting mode induces both spin and orbital magnetizations. The induced spin and orbital magnetizations have both radial and axial components. We show that AC pure spin current is generated by the twisting phonon mode. The magnitude of the spin current and orbital magnetization for a (10,10) armchair nanotube is estimated as an example. We find that the AC pure spin current is detectable in magnitude when the frequency of the twisting mode is of the order of GHz, and that the orbital magnetization is found to be larger than the spin magnetization. Introduction. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been studied extensively, and today various interesting physical characters of CNTs have been reported. CNTs can be regarded as rolls of graphene sheets, and therefore their electronic bands are closely related with those of graphene. In graphene, the electronic bands form linear dispersion called a Dirac cone. By rolling the graphene into a CNT, the band structure becomes a metal or semiconductor depending on its chirality. From the viewpoint of spin transport, the spin-orbit interaction of CNT is so weak that spin current cannot be generated for CNT alone by usual methods which require strong spin-orbit interaction.
We theoretically investigate spin current and magnetic response induced by the twisting phonon mode in carbon nanotubes via the spin-rotation coupling. An effective magnetic field due to the twisting mode induces both spin and orbital magnetizations. The induced spin and orbital magnetizations have both radial and axial components. We show that AC pure spin current is generated by the twisting phonon mode. The magnitude of the spin current and orbital magnetization for a (10, 10) armchair nanotube is estimated as an example. We find that the AC pure spin current is detectable in magnitude when the frequency of the twisting mode is of the order of GHz, and that the orbital magnetization is found to be larger than the spin magnetization. Introduction. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been studied extensively, and today various interesting physical characters of CNTs have been reported. CNTs can be regarded as rolls of graphene sheets, and therefore their electronic bands are closely related with those of graphene. In graphene, the electronic bands form linear dispersion called a Dirac cone. By rolling the graphene into a CNT, the band structure becomes a metal or semiconductor depending on its chirality. From the viewpoint of spin transport, the spin-orbit interaction of CNT is so weak that spin current cannot be generated for CNT alone by usual methods which require strong spin-orbit interaction.
In this paper, we propose a new possibility of the spin current generation by using a twisting mode, one of the characteristic phonon modes in the CNT [1] [2] [3] . Our proposal of spin current generation by the twisting mode is based on a spin-rotation coupling. The spin-rotation coupling can be derived in relativistic quantum mechanics [4] [5] [6] , and it couples mechanical rotation with spins [4, 7] . Physically it can be regarded as the Barnett effect [8] ; mechanical rotation serves as an effective magnetic field, and couples with spin via Zeeman interaction. In fact, this effective magnetic field couples with electrons not only via spins but also via orbitals, as seen from Ref. [4] . Thus, generation of both spin and orbital magnetizations by the twisting mode is expected. We show that in CNTs, AC pure spin current is generated by the twisting mode. We also show that the twisting mode induces an orbital magnetization. We find that the orbital magnetization is larger than the spin magnetization for realistic parameters. We estimate the magnitude of the spin current and orbital magnetization for a (10,10) armchair nanotube as an example, and we find that the AC pure spin current is detectable in magnitude when the frequency of the twisting mode is of the order of GHz.
Since it is shown that in CNTs and graphene, spins have a relatively long lifetime, they are promising as leads for spintronics devices. Spin current injection into CNT were reported in Refs. [9, 10] , and the methods of spin current injection are spin valves and non-local spin injection, both of which need a ferromagnet to inject spin. On the contrary, the generation of spin current by the twisting mode does not require a ferromagnet to generate spin current, and would pave the way for spintronics application of CNTs.
Twisting mode. Among the three types of phonon modes in CNTs, i.e. stretching, breathing, and twisting modes [11] , we focus on the twisting mode, which represents a deformation along the circumference of the tube. In the Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) shown in Fig.  1 , the displacement of the twisting mode is given by u t (z, t) = θ 0 sin (q t z − ω t t) with the angular amplitude θ 0 , wavenumber of the twisting mode q t , and frequency of the twisting mode ω t = v t q t . Here v t is the velocity of the mode given by v t = µ/M with shear modulus µ and the mass of a carbon atom M . We note that the dispersion of the twisting mode is almost independent of the chirality of CNT, since the phonon dispersion in a CNT is almost the same as that in graphene [3] . The angular velocity is given by
Then the angular velocity vector Ω(x, y, z), which characterizes the local rotation of the CNT in Fig. 1 , is
with x 2 + y 2 = R 2 , and the tube radius R. This angular velocity works as an effective magnetic field B eff = −(2m e /e)Ω [12] due to spin-rotation coupling, where −e is the electron charge and m e is the electron mass. Hence in the present case, the effective magnetic field and the corresponding vector potential are given as
The z component B z eff is along the axial direction, while the other components are along the radial direction. This effective magnetic field affects both the electronic spins and orbitals. First, it enters the Zeeman coupling:
where µ B = e /2m e is the Bohr magneton. Second, the orbital magnetic field enters the Hamiltonian via minimal coupling: p → p + eA eff , which affects electronic orbital motions. Spin current. We will calculate the spin current in CNTs induced by the effective Zeeman magnetic field due to the twisting mode. We consider the twisting phonon mode in the semi-infinite system (z ≥ 0) of CNTs. We use the spin diffusion equation and calculate spin current polarized along the z-axis, using the formalism proposed in Ref. [7] . Here we retain only the z-component of the Zeeman magnetic field B eff and neglect the other components, i.e. |B z eff | ≫ |B x eff |, |B y eff |, because the twisting mode is assumed to have a long wavelength. We will discuss justification of this assumption later. The spinrotation coupling generates a difference of chemical potentials between up-and down-spins. The spin diffusion equation with spin-rotation coupling [7] is written as
with the diffusion constant D, the spin lifetime τ sf . The spin current polarized along the z-axis is then given by
where σ 0 is the electrical conductivity. Note that the generated spin current is not accompanied by charge current. By substituting the angular velocity Eq. (1) into Eq. (6) and solving the differential equation, we obtain
. (8) By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), we can numerically calculate the spin current. We set the realistic parameters of the CNT obtained in Ref. [10] : D = 8.0 × 10 −2 m 2 /s and τ sf = 4.0 × 10 −11 s at 0.25 K. As an example, we consider the (10, 10) armchair CNT with radius R = 6.78Å, circumference L = 2πR = 42.6Å, the group velocity of the twisting mode v t = 1.2 × 10 4 m/s [11] , and conductivity σ 0 = 1.0 × 10 6 (Ωm) −1 at 0.25 K [13] . The twisting mode is assumed to be described by q t = 1.0 × 10 6 m −1 , ω t = 1.2 × 10 10 s −1 , and θ 0 = 0.2π. The result is shown in Fig. 2 . The behavior can be classified into two regimes, q t λ sf 1 ( Fig. 2 (a) ) and q t λ sf > 1 ( Fig. 2 (b) ) with spin diffusion length λ sf = √ Dτ sf ∼ 1.8 × 10 −6 m . When q t λ sf 1, the behavior of spin current is nearly the same as that of the twisting mode, since an influence of the reflection at the edge of CNT is negligible. This is because for q t λ sf 1, the diffusion and relaxation are much faster than the twisting mode. When q t λ sf > 1, the behavior changes around the edge of CNT: the signal is strongly enhanced. Sufficiently away from the edge, the behavior is nearly the same as that of the twisting mode and the magnitude of the spin current is proportional to the frequency of the mode. For q t λ sf > 1, the spin current diffuses slowly and hence can be reflected at the edge.
This theory requires presence of carriers, and therefore our theory applies to metallic CNT, doped semiconducting CNT, or semiconducting CNT at finite temperature. The resulting spin current depends on the chiralities and temperature through the physical quantities σ 0 , D and τ sf . When the frequency and wavenumber are ω t = 1.2×10 10 s −1 and q t = 1.0×10 6 m −1 , the maximum of spin current is evaluated as J z S > 1.0 × 10 6 A/m 2 , as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , which is measurable in experiments. By exciting the twisting mode in CNT with the piezoelectric device, the spin current can be measured via inverse spin Hall effect. For example, by making a contact between Pt and CNT, one can convert the spin current into a voltage signal. When a ferromagnet is attached to CNT, the generated spin current can be injected into the ferromagnet. This spin current can then exert spin torque on the magnetzation, leading to magnetization reversal.
Orbital magnetization. Next we investigate the orbital magnetization of CNTs by the orbital magnetic field. Here we focus on its radial component perpendicular to the tube axis. We follow the method to derive the orbital susceptibility for other magnetic field directions in Refs. [14, 15] . For convenience in calculation, we introduce a flux φ e penetrating along the tube axis. We also assume that the frequency ω is sufficiently low and the response to the orbital magnetic field is regarded to be static. We use the cylindrical coordinate (X, Y, Z) in Fig.  1 .
To calculate the orbital magnetization, we first calculate the shift of the energy levels up to the second order in the orbital magnetic field B = BẐ. The vector potential can be written as A = BXŶ. The k · p Hamiltonian near the K point is given by
with the envelope function near the K point F A,B K , the band parameter γ ∼ 6.45 eVÅ, andk being a wave vector operator defined byk = −i∇ + eA/ . In the absence of the orbital magnetic field along radial direction, B = 0, the corresponding eigenvector is
and the energy eigenvalue is ε ± νφn = ± κ 2 νφn + k 2 where κ νφn = (2π/L)(n+φ+ν/3) is the wave number in the circumferential direction with circumference length L, n is the band index, φ = φ e /φ 0 is a dimensionless parameter with the flux quantum φ 0 = h/e, ν = 0, ±1 correspond to metal and semiconductor CNT, respectively, k is the wave number along the Y -direction, and s = ±1 denotes the conduction and valence bands, respectively.
The envelope function near the K point and the vector potential are then Fourier expanded in terms of X in the range of [−L/2, L/2]. Then, the perturbation due to the magnetic field B is written as
(11) with the magnetic length l = /eB. The matrix elements of the perturbation H ′ between the eigenstates for B = 0 are calculated as,
(12) Therefore, the magnetic field causes an energy shift for the eigenvalues ε − νφn to the second order in B:
. (13) At zero temperature, the shift of the total energy becomes
where g(ε) is a cutoff function, and A is the length of CNT. The susceptibility per unit area is calculated as
. Therefore, we obtain the susceptibility as
a 2 , dimensionless parameterk = Lk/2π, and lattice constant a = 2.46Å. Adding the contribution from the K ′ point and multiplying the result by a spin-degeneracy factor of two, we obtain the susceptibilities for metalic and semiconducting CNT (χ M (φ) and χ S (φ)) as follows:
The result of the susceptibility for the radial magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3(a) . For comparison, we show the susceptibility for a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the tube axis in Fig. 3(b) , using the method in Ref. [14] . It is seen that the magnitude of the diamagnetic susceptibility for the radial magnetic field is about ten times larger than that for the magnetic field perpendicular to the tube axis. This is related with the enhanced diamagnetic response of the graphene sheet for the out-of-plane orbital magnetic field, when the Fermi energy is close to the Dirac point [16] . We note that the susceptibility in a radial magnetic field survives above room temperature, as is similar to that in a magnetic field perpendicular to the tube axis in Ref. [17] . Discussion. We discuss the magnitude of the effective magnetic field. For this purpose, we decompose the effective magnetic field Eq. (3) into the component along the tube axis B a and that along the radial direction B r :
We evaluate them for the (10, 10) armchair nanotube as an example. The twisting mode is characterized by the group velocity v t = 12 km/s, and the radius is R = 6.78Å [11] . For the frequency of the twisting mode ω t /2π = 2 GHz and amplitude of the twisting mode θ 0 = 0.2π, we have q t R ≃ 6.8 × 10 −4 . The magnitude of the effective magnetic field is B a ≃ 8.6 × 10 −2 T and B r ≃ −2.9 × 10 −5 T, and the ratio of B r and B a is
The axial magnetic flux φ a is given by φ a = B a S where S denotes the cross section of CNT. Hence, we have φ a = 3.0 × 10 −5 φ 0 . Similarly, for the frequency ω t /2π = 200 GHz, we have q t R ≃ 6.8×10 −2 , B a ≃ 8.6 T, B r ≃ −2.9 × 10 −1 T, and φ a ≃ 3.0 × 10 −3 φ 0 . Therefore, when the frequency of the twisting mode is between 2 GHz and 200 GHz, the ratio of |B r /B a | is between 3.4 × 10 −4 and 3.4 × 10 −2 , and the axial magnetic flux is of the order from 10 −5 φ 0 to 10 −3 φ 0 . Hence, the radiallypolarized AC spin current due to the Zeeman magnetic field is from 10 −4 to 10 −2 times smaller than that along the axial direction. Therefore, we can neglect the radial direction component B r , and the axial magnetic flux is very small.
Next, we roughly estimate four types of magnetizations: axial spin magnetization M s , radial spin magnetization M s⊥ , axial orbital magnetization M o , and radial orbital magnetization M o⊥ . The spin magnetization is given by the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility χ spin = µ The orbital susceptibility χ orbital by the radial magnetic field is given by Eqs. (16) and (17), and is shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d) for various values of the radii. It can be seen that for thicker CNT, the susceptibility becomes larger and dependence on φ becomes weaker. These behaviors are similar to those in response to uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the tube [14] . For a rough estimate of the magnetization, we use the averaged value of the susceptibility from φ = 0 to φ = 1, χ orbital = −3.1χ * (L/a) × 10 −2 , which is common for metallic and semiconducting CNTs. The magnetization per unit area is M o⊥ = χ orbital B r . For the axial orbital magnetization M o , the susceptibility diverges at φ = 0 [14] , and therefore the response is nonlinear in B a . Therefore, we use the results in Ref. [14] to calculate M o for the given value of B a
In the frequency range from ω t /2π = 2 GHz to 200 GHz, the magnitudes of the four magnetizations are evaluated as follows: M s = 2.1 × 10 −11 to 2.1 × 10 −9 J/Tm 2 , M s⊥ = −7.3 × 10 −15 to −7.3 × 10 −11 J/Tm 2 , M o = 5.0×10 −9 to 3.5×10 −7 J/Tm 2 , and M o⊥ = 1.4 × 10 −12 to 1.4 × 10 −8 J/Tm 2 . We find that the orbital magnetizations M o are larger than the spin magnetizations M s in both directions, and axial magnetizations M are larger than radial magnetizations M ⊥ . The axial orbital magnetization M o is the largest among the four in this setup, and is the main contribution. The magnetization can be measured by the magnet-optic Kerr effect or using SQUID.
Summary. In this paper, we have theoretically investigated spin current and magnetic response induced by the twisting phonon mode in carbon nanotubes via the spinrotation coupling. We found that the AC spin current and orbital magnetizations are generated by the twisting phonon mode. The spin current is detectable in magni-
